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New Orleans Nov 8th 1862
Bureau of Education
Gentlemen
Some days since a Petition was
sent to this Bureau, by the managers of a School for the
instruction of Colored children of both sexes – located in
the third District, – This Petition solicited an
annual allowance of $3000, to further the objects
of the Institution ––––––
The matter was referred to me, and I now
beg leave to report as follows –––––
I have visited this school twice ––
the last time in company with a member of this
Bureau of Mr Durell –– On my first visit,
I found a neat-looking structure, of two stories
in height – situated on a spacious lot, and generally
well arranged, as to the necessary surroundings
of a school, – There are two extensive rooms in
the building – One above and one below – for the
separate tuition of the sexes –– the Inner
view of the establishment was – albeit
somewhat novel – gratifying and interesting –
The order and quiet, and, a sort of subdued
and serious tone throughout, prepossessed
the beholder at once –– there is ordinarily
in attendance from 250 to 300 Pupils ––
–– The present number being somewhat
less –– The pupils of every shade of Color, are
received without reference to their means, except
that a certain monthly stipend is paid
by the friends of Pupils, who can do this –––
They are divided – in each room –––
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into three classes – Primary, Intermediateand High and are instructed in English
and French –– I heard [crossed out] recitations
in both languages and the highest
classes especially, discovered a very fair,
and indeed unexpected proficiency –––
The Institution is nominally Catholic
and I sought some information, with
regard to this matter – the response
was, “that they were constrained
to Call it a Catholic School, to gratify
the wishes of the benefactress – who bequeathed
them the building (a Colored lady) but
that the orphans of Protestants and
Catholics, were received without distinction.”
There seemed to be about the whole
establishment, a consistent development
and practice of its philanthropic character –
One of the Teachers – apparently a pure African ––
was promoted to his position, from among the
pupils; Another of the Teachers – quite an
intelligent person – seemed to have the
use of a single arm only; while the
Crutch by the chair of a third, indicated
that in his Case also, the Managers
had been Mindful of the professional
objects of the school –––
There are seven
Teachers – of which, one is the Principal ––
whose salaries are as follows –––
Principal $50 00 pr month
1st Assistant
$50 00 “ “
others
$40
“ “

These salaries, it will be seen, are sufficiently
moderate -- The school, about five years since,
received from the Legislature $2500. In the
succeeding year $1500 and two years ago – the
time of their last donation $75000 –––
These amounts, were diminished and finally
Ceased, principally, from the determined hostility
of Certain parties in the Legislature, from
this City –– I have understood that there
are fifteen or more Colored schools in the
respective Districts of the City – but none
charitable, except this– The time may not
be far distant, when, Public Schools for the
colored children, shall be established or
annexed, to the white schools under the
direction of this Bureau –– It is estimated,
that a tax of perhaps $150000, is paid by the free
Colored people of this City & possibly $300,000
by the free Colored population of the State.
In view of the above, I respectfully
recommend that the prayers of the
Petitioners, to an extent, and on terms,
within the discretion of this Bureau
be granted –––
J B Carter
Superintendent

